the Screener Reporter provides you with direct access to the broadest base of independent quality research reports worldwide. Based on high quality data and proven methodologies the Screener research supports you comprehensively in investment decisions and client communication. The research covers equities and funds worldwide, is fully quantitative and hence totally unbiased.

Investment decisions based on the Screener research are easy to understand, completely transparent and well documented. You receive up-to-date analyzes that are compliant to today’s and upcoming regulatory requirements such as MiFID II at favorable cost. With the Screener you can be sure to promote consistency and exceed your client’s expectations.

Worldwide more than 10,000 professional users and over 1 million client accounts already benefit from the Screener ratings.

**Highlights:**
- Easy to access research reports on demand
- Covers equities, markets, industries, sectors and funds worldwide
- On 6,000 stocks, 40 markets, 18 industries, 100 sectors and 15,000 funds
- Updated twice weekly / weekly for funds
- Multilingual & ready to print
- Totally unbiased evaluation
- Transparent evaluation methodology with exceptional track record
- Compliant to actual and future regulation standards such as MiFID II & FIDLEG
- Customizable with individual logo, colors, etc.
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